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WHY  IT  IS  IMPERATIVE

TO  TALK  TO  YOUR

FAMILY  TODAY  ABOUT

YOUR  FUNERAL  

THE

TALK 



Let's jump right in...
It is always an assumption that when discussing one's transition, it is a

mystery.  Discussing funeral arrangements, what to do or how things will be

handled is a conversation that many of us avoid.  It is so sad that although we

know  something is going to happen, we don’t plan for it.  How many of us

would host a wedding or a major event in life without proper planning?  The

truth is, none of us would.  We would go through the appropriate steps to

ensure that everything was just perfect; the right venue, the perfect dress,

etc.  But when we start discussing death, silence speaks loudly.  In the next

few moments, I would like to share with you just a few reasons why you need

to have “the talk” with your  loved ones.  See, I love sharing this idea with

people….one thing is for sure and two things are certain, we are ALL going to
transition from this earth.  It does not matter if you are rich or poor, if you are

black or white, female or male, young or old; we all will experience the loss of

a loved one!   

 

I have been in the death care industry since I was 16 years old.  Yes, you read

that correctly…16!  For almost 20 years I have been providing caring and

compassionate service to families .  I am licensed in four states and have

helped literally thousands of families through the loss of their loved ones.  I

am currently licensed in Maryland, North Carolina, Virginia and Washington,

D.C.  I have had my share of experiences when it comes to supporting those

who have loss a loved one.  But one thing that has often been too common, is

the lack of preparation for the transition of a family member.  The loss of a

loved one hurts, it can be unexpected and the grief is real.   How can you

navigate through the grieving process while determining who is responsible

for the cost and  who will care for those left behind?  All of the countless

scenarios that I have experienced in my two decades of service have left me

with one passion.   That passion is to help and educate those through the

process and to assist them with the preparation.  I am extremely passionate

and dedicated to educating and empowering those who lack the knowledge of

even where  to start.  This is why you are reading this pamphlet today.  In the

next few moments, I will outline three key reasons why you need to have “the

talk” with your loved ones. 

 

 



Three key reasons why you need to have 
"The Talk"

          You don't know what you don't know

Death is not a mystery and neither is planning for what will happen when you
transition.  So many times, we counsel families who are unaware of what to do

and where to begin when a loved one passes on.  Let us be your family
resource.  You can have some things established beforehand.  So first on your
agenda is speak to your loved ones and set up an appointment with one of our

licensed professionals to walk you through the process. 
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    Funerals are costly

According to the National Funeral Directors Association, the cost of the
average adult funeral today with a viewing and burial is $8,755.   

Many times, families find it difficult  to understand what is necessary for
planning and funding a funeral.  Unless you are prepared, gaining access to the

funds needed to satisfy a funeral bill may be unachievable and inaccessible.   
Our licensed staff are able to assist you with life insurance and pre-need

planning. 
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You need to determine who will be the responsible
party for your affairs.

It has happened countless times where a “favorite child” or so called “beloved
spouse” thinks they are in charge.  Only to find out that some other person has

been designated as the one responsible.  You need to assign a person who is
equipped to handle this tough task for you.  It is imperative that you not only

designate the person but make sure that your decision is in writing and legally
enforceable.  
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So what are you going to do?

 

Now this is just the beginning and these three keys are just to get your

conversations jump started.  I encourage you today to reach out to your

parents, spouse, siblings, etc. and start the discussion.  It will take a little

bit of courage but when it is all said and done, you will be glad that you did.

 And you know what?  It does not have to be scary.  In life, there are times

that you just have to jump right in feet first,  and just do it!  Trust me, you

will feel so much relief and will be glad that you did.  Community of Hope

Funeral Service (COHFS) would love to speak with you!  My  licensed staff,

 along with myself  would be happy to assist you and your family.  I do hope

this has encouraged and inspired you to have  "the talk" today.   

"Planning is bringing the future into the present so that you can do
something about it now."

Alan Lakein 
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Bryan & Mattea Hunter

Bryan and Mattea Hunter are the proud owners of  
Community of Hope Funeral Service in Gates County North
Carolina.  With almost two decades of experience in funeral
service, Bryan serves as a wealth of knowledge within the
industry.  He has committed his career to educating and

empowering his community about the importance of preparation
for their final disposition. 
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